
The City of Devi

The literary tradition of India is one of the richest in the world, combining as it does 
the diverse linguistic and cultural traditions which coexist within the Indian subcontinent. 
There is something common to contemporary Indian authors such as Rohinton Mistry, 
Vikram Seth, Salman Rushdie, Sujit Saraf, Vikas Swarup, Jhumpa Lahiri, David Davidar, 
Manil Suri, and others.  These writers have  a depth of feeling for a country whose history, 
diversity, cultural richness, and immense problems are reflected with great perception and 
sensitivity in their fiction. Even amid this wondrous variety of contemporary Indian fiction, 
Manil Suri’s works stand apart, combining, in a magician’s feat, the thrill of mingling 
comedy and death, eroticism and politics, godhood and Bollywood like no one else.  

Manil Suri is an Indian-American mathematician who teaches at the University of 
Maryland, Baltimore County  and an acclaimed novelist of a trilogy of novels all named for 
Hindu gods. His first novel, The Death of Vishnu (Suri 2001), which was long-listed for the 
2001 Booker Prize, shortlisted for the 2002 PEN/Faulkner Award and won the Barnes & the 
Noble Discover Prize that year. Since then he has published two more novels, The Age of 
Shiva (Suri 2008) and The City of Devi ( Suri 2013). These international bestsellers form a 
trilogy on India, through which he tries  to capture the history, diversity, mythology and 
culture of the country. The author prefers to consider the three novels as a  triptych rather 
than a  trilogy. " I’ve stopped calling it a trilogy now, because that might give the impression 
that the books have the same characters – it’s more like a triptych." (Jabberwock 2013) Each 
novel in the trilogy is independent of the others in that each has different characters in 
different settings. They are linked more by themes, as all deal, in one way or another, with 
compassion and responsibility versus inhumanity, and with the adjustments people make —
or fail to make — in order to live together, whether on a national scale, or in a small 
apartment house, a multigenerational family, or a marriage. Of these, The City of Devi is the 
broadest, a careening ride through modern Mumbai — on foot, train and even elephant. The 
story veers unpredictably from romantic to satirical to outrageous, as though multi-armed 
Durga herself had sat down at the computer.  

His essays have appeared in several magazines, as well as newspapers such as the New York 
Times and the Washington Post. His fiction has won several awards and honours and has 
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been translated into twenty-seven languages. Such international interest is owing to the fact 
that these have struck a chord in people having aspects that contain the universal components 
of fiction like The God of Small Things (Roy 1998) which has opened doors to many 
languages and cultures. In addition to his writing, Suri is involved in several mathematics 
outreach projects. His research is in the area of finite element methods for partial differential 
equations. 

 Suri was born in Bombay, the son of R.L. Suri, a Bollywood music director, and Prem 
Suri, a schoolteacher. As a boy, he was a frequent visitor to his father's Bollywood studio, 
and every week without fail he would accompany his parents to the movies. His mother was 
the bookish one. She kept a suitcase of classics under the bed. She took her son to libraries, 
savouring novels before passing them along to him. With such a mother and father, he 
became a reader, a painter, a boy filled with dreams. "But in India, if you are good in school," 
he says, "you are pushed into science."( Marie 2009 )   By 16, he attended the University of 
Bombay before moving to the United States, where he attended Carnegie Mellon University. 
He received a Ph.D. in mathematics in 1983, and became a mathematics professor at 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County.  

For Suri, mathematics has always been a great love. Yet he felt the  need for 
something more to round out his life. Suri was quite aware of books of math-related fiction, 
or books by mathematically trained fiction writers. Alice in Wonderland author Lewis Carroll 
taught math at Oxford. Edwin Abbott’s 1884 novel Flatland leveraged geometry to satirize 
Victorian society. Mark Haddon and Richard Powers have integrated math-based puzzles into 
their work. David Foster Wallace wrote a book on infinity, Everything and More, ( Wallace, 
2003) though many mathematicians found his analytical chops wanting. Bur for Suri, his 
experience of handling mathematics and fiction was entirely delightful him: " I'm having fun 
these days combining the two endeavours, explaining math's usefulness at artist colonies and 
sneaking in talks about infinity at literature festivals. I've realized I wasn't too far off the mark 
in 1984 when I likened variables to characters. In mathematics, one explores the interaction 
of variables -- in fiction, the interplay of characters. Both mathematicians and novelists aspire 
in their own way to capture truth. To condense the world." (Suri 2009)   

Suri  had  a surprising aptitude for words.  He attended  several writers' group meetings in 
D.C and  Baltimore which provided him opportunity to socialize with people far outside his 
mathematicians' circle. Suri says that in those meetings  he "received indoctrination in fiery 
left-wing politics from the "People of Colour, Third World, Gay and Lesbian Writing 
Group."   (Suri 2009)  By the mid-1990s, he had taken two creative writing courses  and sent 
dozens of copies of his stories to literary journals which were all rejected. Later he attended a  
five-day workshop being given by novelist Michael Cunningham in Provincetown and here, 
Cunningham bestowed on him the  appellation of "writer". "You're a writer," Cunningham 
declared. "You must do whatever is necessary to finish this." (Suri  2009)  Suri began writing 
short stories in the 1980s during his spare time, but none were published. In 1995 he began 
writing The Death of Vishnu, a novel about social and religious tensions in India taking place 
in an apartment building in contemporary Mumbai. It was released in 2001, irreversibly 
outing him as a writer. Talking about how he materialised his efforts in writing it , he says, " I 
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had written Vishnu as succinctly as I might a math paper, but this time I allowed the narrative 
to emerge more organically, stroke by unhurried stroke, with the stories of secondary 
characters woven in".(Suri  2009)   An excerpt, "The Seven Circles", appeared in The New 
Yorker  (Suri 2000) and the novel was published in 2001, becoming an international 
bestseller. Suri received a six-figure advance as a result of a bidding war between publishing 
houses, ultimately won by W.W. Norton. In 2002, Suri won the PEN/Robert W. Bingham 
Prize for The Death of Vishnu. His second novel, The Age of Shiva, was listed as one of the 
best books of the decade by About.com. His third novel, The City of Devi, was ranked 
number 12 in the 50 essential works of LGBT fiction list by Flavorwire. (Tyler 2014) 

Suri was planning to write a trilogy of novels with titles featuring the three Hindu 
gods Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. The second book in the trilogy, The Age of Shiva, which 
features a headstrong young woman who becomes an overly protective mother to her less 
than appreciative only son, was published in 2008, with "The Birth of Brahma" slated as the 
third. This third novel ended up being based on Devi (the Mother Goddess) instead, with the 
title " The City of Devi". Commenting on the three novels, Kiren Desai aptly made a 
prominent  statement at an annual South Asian Literary and Theatre Arts Festival held at 
New York: "The City of Devi combines, in a magician's feat, the thrill of Bollywood with the 
pull of a thriller... It is Manil Suri's bravest and most passionate book. If Vishnu was subtle 
and controlled, and Shiva impetuous and emotional, hen Devi proves to be a psychedelic, 
surreal overthrow of expectations and conventions." (Terry 2013)  

With each book, he attempted to create something different, to reflect the deities. 
Vishnu is a very active god (think Rama, think Krishna), so the first book was quite 
energetic. Shiva is an ascetic, which made it natural that the second novel was more 
introspective. The mother goddess has all sorts of different avatars, symbolizing creation, 
destruction, and everything in between. There is a huge leap in style come about and the 
problem is how one would encompass such a wide range of characteristics. His solution was 
the pre-apocalyptic scenario, which also made it plausible that the characters in the story, in 
their search for love, were ready to risk everything, since they had nothing to lose. 

In December 2013, Suri won the "Bad Sex in Fiction" prize for the climactic sex 
scene in The City of Devi. However, a reviewer in the Wall Street Journal praised the sex 
writing in the book, (Sam 2013). as did a reviewer in The Times Literary Supplement, who 
also commented that Suri "admirably" handles the strands of "sex, mythology and global 
politics" ( Chitralekha 2013). Suri has written an essay about growing up gay in India in the 
journal Granta ( Suri  June,2013) and has published op-eds about gay issues in the New York 
Times (Suri 2013)  and the Washington Post. (Suri December,2013) 

Each of Suri's  books seems to take on the character of the god at the centre. "The 
Death of Vishnu" is a comedy of manners. "The Age of Shiva" is realistic and introspective. 
And The City of Devi is larger than life, running the gamut from dystopia to Bollywood. The 
Bollywood motif  in The City of Devi can be traced from two real-life events: "Jai Santoshi 
Maa" was a mythological Bollywood movie made in the 1970s about the previously unknown 
goddess Santoshi Maa that took the country by storm. Suddenly, people were fasting to 
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Santoshi Maa and building temples to her. There was mass hysteria. And then, when the epic 
"Ramayana" was shown on Indian television in the 1980s, people started performing all the 
rituals they normally would in a temple. The series lasted for a whole year, and people point 
to that as the moment when there was a resurgence of religious identification. All three of his 
novels are also concerned with the tensions between Hindus and Muslims in India possibly 
because the author grew up amid the prevailing circumstances of  schisms between Hindus 
and Muslims. 

The City of Devi is a Bombay mix of genres, spicy, often subtle, often corny, and 
distinctly addictive. It is a city which, at the beginning of the novel, is threatened with nuclear 
annihilation in four days’ time. Religious tensions have been inflamed by a Bollywood hit, 
Super-devi, a mixture of Slumdog Millionaire (Boyle, 2008) and Superman. (Donner 1978). It 
tells "the story of a young girl from the Mumbai slums with the power to assume different 
avatars of Devi to commit crime". ( Devi 53) " A Zee TV programme documented how 
Superdevi  wielded its greatest power over rural India, whose citizens experienced it not as 
movie but as religious odyssey " . ( Devi 54) The film's popularity was evidenced in the 
colander art  sold in the streets: all the goddesses from Laxmi to Saraswati to Parvati bore 
striking resemblance to Superdevi's child heroine Baby Rinky . This prompted the  
opportunistic extremists to exploit bloodthirsty Hindu and Muslim mobs. Consequently, the 
relations between India and Pakistan have reached meltdown; cyber-attacks and terrorist 
bombs have destroyed communication by internet and phone; and rumours and violence have 
begun to proliferate.  

The thematic context is the various facets of India which the author attempts to show 
case by evoking various genres within the same novel. There are just too many potential 
dimensions vying for domination here, from a pulpy yet socially aware political thriller to the 
more muted story of an urban middle-class love triangle that brushes up against an 
examination of sexual mores and marriage in contemporary India. There are strands of satire 
in the central plot-point of a pointedly ridiculous Bollywood superhero movie Superdevi.
This partially triggers a nationalist movement which leads to the country's breakdown, and 
this  calls to attention Suri's own use of blockbuster tropes. The novel rams popular genre 
bombast and apocalyptic speculation into the long-established tradition of Indian English-
language literary fiction writers like Jhumpa Lahiri and Amitav Ghosh. However it is difficult 
to pin down the overriding flavour of the book. A reviewer on the back cover notes that 
‘Manil Suri has been likened to Narayan, Coetzee, Chekhov and Flaubert’; but there are 
twinkly sprinklings of Armistead Maupin and Frank L. Baum, and a strong dash of 
apocalyptic thriller. Yet it is obvious that Suri has developed a voice of his own with his keen 
eye for a story, his wit and astute observations of human folly.

The title brings together the words "city" and "devi" to cannily evoke the stereotypical 
global image of India as both cosmopolitan and spiritual. It's clear that Suri's The City of Devi
is a meticulously composed novel, engineered to deliver a taste of the paradoxes of modern 
India to Western audiences without offending the sensibilities of the middle-class Indian 
reader. Consequently, the novel's liberalism nestles a little too comfortably, its critique of the 
fallacies eating away at the world's largest democracy. The brutal contradictions and tensions 
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of contemporary India are here made palatable by sublimation into a Bollywood-ready 
narrative about the boundary-breaking powers of love at the end of the world

When the author was asked by Mary Carole McCauley (2013) why he had diverted 
from the earlier plan  announced for years that the third part of the trilogy would be called 
"The Birth of Brahma" and would focus on the Hindu god known as the creator and  instead 
focussed on Devi, the feminine aspect of divinity, he said : 

When I first started thinking about the trilogy, I always had an arc in my mind 
of the past, the present and the future. I wrote the book set in the present first 
[The Death of Vishnu]. My novel about Shiva begins in 1955 in post-partition 
India. But my book about the future was an evolution. It took me 12 years to 
write. Even when I got to the midpoint, I didn't know if it was going to be 
about Brahma or about Devi. Every story needs a creator. As the most well-
known, Brahma was the most logical face to put there. But when you dig 
deeper, the true Hindu trinity really is Vishnu, Shiva and Devi, who represent 
the three different strands of Hinduism. Brahma was a later addition. He came 
in during the post-Vedic period, when people tried to tie those strands 
together. Because Devi has nine incarnations, she can be anything: the 
destroyer, the creator and the symbol of art. But, Brahma's mythology is such 
that he doesn't get activated until you're at the end of a cycle. If I had been 
writing a post-apocalyptic novel, he might have been the right person.  

Devi does make more sense than Brahma, because she has a lot more worshippers 
than he does; also, she has attributes of both Vishnu and Shiva. Besides, in the words of 
Karun's father from the book, "Creation comes from the womb, not the mouth." (Devi 37) 
And, of course, there's Mumbai, which is a common thread in all three books. The patron 
goddess of the city is Mumbadevi. There is a strong link between the city of Mumbai and the 
Mother Goddess figure Mumba. The name "Mumbai" comes from a mix of mumba and ai,
both of which mean "mother" in Marathi. 

The book opens four days before an anticipated Pakistani nuclear strike against India. 
Terrorist attacks have occurred across the world, nuclear plants have melted down in Canada 
and the United States, dozens of planes have crashed in the Atlantic, and nobody knows what 
is really happening because the Internet is down and cell phones no longer work. Armed 
gangs of Muslims and of Hindus we are told are marauding through the streets. This is a third 
World War, but it's unlike the one that went before it. The enemy is not clear. Islamic and 
Hindu terrorists, the Pakistan Air Force and US drones are only four of the actors involved in 
the city's destruction. 

The City of Devi is set in the near future and centres on Sarita, who loses track of her 
fiancé when a series of apocalyptic events – cyber attacks, blackouts, religious riots – strikes 
Mumbai. While the stories of trilogy of books are not related, Bombay (Mumbai) is definitely 
a recurring character in all three. The City of Devi is set in Mumbai under the threat of 
imminent nuclear annihilation.
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The interchange of the name Bombay for Mumbai and vice versa can evoke a slightly 
different connotative feel. Depending on their class and language, some people from India 
almost always say Bombay. In the West, people feel guilty when they say Bombay because 
of the British colonial history. In any case political correctness has a strange dynamic. How 
one refers to the city has a lot to do with how one grew up in India. However, one thing 
seems clear by now: in terms of emerging on the international scene, the city is going to be 
known as Mumbai.  Sarita in the beginning of the novel puts an end to these distinctions:" On 
Bombay. On Mumbai. Whatever you call it, the city's going to be finished" ( Devi 4)   

Autobiographical cue is evident in choosing Bombay as the milieu where the action of 
the novel is cast. Of all the cities in India, Mumbai is one that Suri associates as his "home"."I 
can smell the city at once. I have that homecoming feeling, that familiarity as I come out of 
the airport and drive into the city. You're always arriving in the middle of the night, entering 
the city when it's still hazy, in the darkness, and then the sea suddenly emerges as you reach 
south Bombay. That always gives me a thrill of recognition. All the sights along the way, like 
the mosque in the sea at Haji Ali, the glittering Queen's Necklace of Marine Drive, that's 
when I feel like I'm really entering the city." (Terry  2013)  Suri sets the novel in the socio-
political, religious and cultural history of Bombay  as it emerges as Mumbai in the 
international and globalised scene 

In The City of Devi, Suri  shows India and, peripherally, the rest of the world, 
teetering on the edge of disaster. It starts off with a bang: "Four days before the bomb that is 
supposed to obliterate and kill us all, I stand in the ruins of Crawford Market, haggling with 
the lone remaining fruit seller over the price of the pomegranate in my hand." (3).

His plot draws out, through slight exaggerations and extrapolations, dangerous trends 
overtaking modern society: the world going down in a mess of disruptive hackings, nuclear 
threats, and religious strife. The exuberant images of modern-day India, invoking Hindu gods 
and probing into religious divisions, provide rich scenery for this apocalyptic novel. The 
firebombs Suri rains down on Mumbai burn so bright that the human story underneath, of two 
residents racing to find their mutual lover before the end of the world, can’t live up to its 
grand scale. It is a dazzling, multilayered novel that not only encompasses a searing love 
story but, with its epic reach, encapsulates the fate of the world. 

Any CIA war planner will recognize the opening scene: tensions between India and 
Pakistan, egged on by China, have unleashed an epidemic of sectarian violence between 
Hindus and Muslims. Terrorists have exploded dirty bombs in major cities around the world. 
Reliable news and communication are the first victims amid rumours of massacres, 
incursions and reprisals. A leaked communiqué — real or fake? — outlines a Pakistani 

-largest city on 
the planet, are in a rampaging panic, “mesmerized by our approaching doomsday". (29) 
Businesses are shut, the communication system is inoperable and the food supply is 
dwindling. Gangs of Hindus and Muslims lurk everywhere, ready to annihilate anyone of a 
different faith. Uma, Sarita's sister, had arranged a car for the family to flee further south 
thinking " the missiles will have a harder time reaching us in Kerala or Madras" (19). She 
begged her to accompany them, as did both her parents but without Karun she would hardly 
leave. She " waited on the balcony for him every night, wondering if he had got stuck 
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somewhere" (19), trying to return to her. " How to make Uma understand the bond I'd 
discovered with Karun? The matching of our temperaments, the similarity of our history. It 
was precisely his tentativeness that I found so attractive, the fact that he was as insecure, as 
uninitiated in romance as I" (45)   

For the first time in centuries, the teeming city is virtually empty under the threat of 
imminent nuclear annihilation as its citizens flee in hopes of finding shelter somewhere, 
somehow. After a wave of terrorist violence sweeps the globe, gangs of marauding Hindu and 
Muslim thugs rove the desolate streets  in Mumbai  to take advantage of the disruption in 
order to battle for control of the city. Among the ordinary citizens caught in the crossfire, 
cultish devotion attaches to Devi, Mumbai’s patron saint. Her followers believe she will 
return and save the city. For instance, when the fruitwala was adamant not to sell the one last 
pomegranate for nothing less than a thousand rupees, Sarita reminds him of the imminent 
atom bomb threat. But his faith  in Mumba Devi is far more intense than the scare of the  
bomb: "It is all up to Devi ma's grace ...  the city's patron goddess. Now that she's appeared in 
our midst, perhaps she will save us..."(4) Sarita has a different reason to seek Devi's aid : she 
asks, where is " Mumbadevi to transport me back into his[Karun's] arms" (35). Meanwhile,   
Hindu forces blanket Mumbai with statues of her, which Muslim guerrilla groups deface . 
And the city trembles from the force of the massacres within. Muslim babies are beheaded at 
Haji Ali mosque by Hindu extremists." Bhim's army beheaded men as they prayed, dragged 
women out and raped them in the courtyard, impaled babies on sharpened sticks driven into 
the rocky beach. They meticulously videotaped everything" to broadcast each evening." (102-
3) Elsewhere, people are being hunted, burned and beaten in the name of religious purity. 
"The riots that ensued permanently changed the character of the city. Even after they abated, 
an atmosphere of heightened animus, of extreme mistrust, lingered between communities" 
(94)  

  Suri splashes around the garish colours of this humanitarian disaster, but his real 
focus is on close, intimate detail. Within this turmoil, a newlywed Hindu woman from a 
moderately conservative family and statistician named Sarita, finds herself in the ruins of 
Crawford Market - " still smouldering from last night's air raid" (3) -  haggling with the lone 
remaining fruit seller. Being devoted to the aphrodisiac power of pomegranates, Sarita can 
think of only buying it at an exorbitant price, her "mangalsutra" (wedding necklace) would 
fetch for the last pomegranate that remains in perhaps the entire city. " I take off the 
mangalsutra and hand it to the fruitwala. He  drops the red heavy orb, that is to give me 
Karun, back into my palm"(95). She would lose this precious fruit in a train journey to 
Bandra and buy another , a large specimen for fifty rupees to replace the one lost in the train 
and feel herself cheated earlier: " How that swine in Crawford market cheated me!" (151)  
For the time being, she defends her possession of pomegranate with a devotion that seems 
excessive even when it is revealed that she used it in the past, following a tip from The Kama 
Sutra to amplify Karun's rather muted sexual interest. The pomegranate is an attribute of 
Bhumi-devi, associating Sarita with the mother-earth. She is convinced that the fruit holds the 
key to reuniting her with her Karun. " I must have the pomegranate before I begin my quest - 
some instinct deep inside insists it's my best shot" (3)  It could be that  the impending 
apocalypse has made Sarita superstitious. Here one tends to think there is the McGuffin of a 
recurring symbolic pomegranate that hesitantly courts magic realism for no particular reason. 
(Gottlieb 2002) And as she stands there in the market, she could see that all around her are 
shops gutted in the previous night's air raid or terrorist bomb. Smoke billows out of buildings. 
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Gangs of Hindu and Muslim thugs prowl the streets. Sarita must acknowledge that "the city, 
as I knew and loved it, is gone". 

Then suddenly to escape an air raid, she  takes shelter in the Bombay Hospital. 
Sheltering with her are nurses, doctors and people from various walks of life. Sarita deftly 
narrates the situation in the hospital: " The doctors snoring in their cordoned - off chairs, the 
nurses giggling over old film star magazines, the patients (the ones who have managed to 
drag themselves down from their rooms, anyway) cursing and groaning as they try to 
accommodate their bodies to  unyielding cement." (7)  Religious animosities arise and result 
in the beating of a man thought to be Muslim, with even the doctors participating in the
attack. As the mob tries to hang the man, they rip off his pants. It  is soon  discovered that " 
the victim isn't Muslim - he isn't circumcised" (41) , he is after all, a Hindu. The crowd seeks 
a new victim and Jaz, who is Muslim, attempts to pass himself off as Gaurav, a Hindu. Sarita 
tries to save this man, who is a stranger to her, by saying , "His name is Gaurav Pradhan... He 
lives in my building. He's Hindu. I've run into him at Mahalaxmi temple many times" (57). 
Presently a bomb explodes, and they both escape. 

Sarita recalls the last time, Karun and she spoke, before the phones were all jammed. 
He had "called from the conference centre in Bandra, several miles north". (5) Though still 
numb and euphoric over the bombing and escape, Sarita heads for the Marine Lines train 
station. She manages to get on a train heading north of Bombay, or Mumbai (as Sarita says, 
“some days I call it Bombay, other days, Mumbai (39)”) where she hopes her physicist 
husband Karun, who had walked out of their apartment -- into global chaos -- for a scientific 
conference and  who has been mysteriously missing for more than a fortnight, could be 
traced.  The train is attacked and crashes in a Muslim area. Here  Jaz finds Sarita, and offers 
to help her get safely past the Muslim gangs as she had tried to protect him from the Hindu 
mob. 

Alternate sections of the novel are narrated by a gay cosmopolitan named Jaz- sleek, 
cocky, handsome and glib. The personal politics of lust run in tandem with the grand 
geopolitical narrative. At the heart of the novel lies a snake pit of titillation and predation. 
"The Jazter," as he calls himself, is Muslim, but his true religion has steadfastly been sex with 
men. A child of international academics, he woos men from different backgrounds for casual 
sex in the parks, baths, toilets and cinemas of countries all over the world. Predatory and 
witty, he recalls a life of unrestrained sexual conquest and fabulous fashion sense.  He is a 
well-travelled sophisticate, “Jaz Bond dropping into the villain’s lair,” an operator who 
radiates “shifty wavelengths” — obscene, ironic and seductive. But as nuclear Armageddon 
approaches and Hindu thugs take over Mumbai, Jaz finds himself on the wrong side of the 
new partition without a foreskin.  

 Raised around the world by liberal Muslims, Jaz  had returned to India reluctantly, but 
dove into the exuberance of living a double life with Karun as his roommate. Jaz had found 
Karun in one of his usual walk to the park after the college hours to check out the evening's 
prospects. The hunter instinct in him began to gaze at him: " Such a fawn... His skin as 
smooth as his cheeks, his hair cut so short that his ears stuck out, his lips announcing a hint of 
succulence. Did he have enough meet on his bones, though, so warrant a shikari's interest?" 
(114) While Jaz decided Karun would suffice for that evening's prey, Karun tried to engage 
his gaze. But soon his courage got drained from his face and Karun begins to run. Jaz 
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followed him all the way to the peripheral ring of palms where he was trapped. When Karun 
began to race through the darkness, he tripped over a tree root and fell." His vulnerability - 
the dirt on his shirt, the rip in his jeans, ... made him achingly desirable. But the notorious 
Jazter carnality had been corrupted by guilt" (117) He took him to the hospital and later to his 
hostel. "He wanted to mother him as well as molest him" (120) From then on , Jaz began to 
groom him into his adolescent escapades. He took him to various secluded places like 
Mumbai University clock  tower, "Mumbai's own Big Ben" (145), uncrowded matinee at the 
Regal, a secluded spot in Versova, north of Juhu, the top deck of an empty 123 bus barrelling 
down Marine Drive in one late evening and so on. Karun's amenability to these escapades 
surprised him. What attracted Karun was the chance to set responsibility aside and regress to 
reckless adolescence. "I feel like a child again" (146), he exclaimed each time they rode the 
roller coasters at Essel Park. Jaz "loved watching his seriousness lift and a more carefree 
personality emerge, like a face behind purdah only a spouse could unveil" (146-7). When 
Sarita once asked  him why he wasn't married, Jaz gave his standard reply " of not having 
found the right person yet. But I'm hoping you will lead me to him. (149) . And now he 
decides Karun is the right person he was yearning for all his life. 

Though Sarita doesn’t know it, it becomes clear to the reader that she is not the only 
one trying to find Karun. Jaz is an ex-lover of Karun's, rejected after Jaz reverted to his 
previous type, frequenting old haunts again and finally proving himself unfaithful  when 
Karun spotted him in a newly opened shopping mall with McDonald . Unscrupulous, 
charming Jaz is after Karun for reasons Sarita can’t even fathom. Jaz approaches Sarita under 
the guise of protecting her, while hoping to reach Karun first so she doesn’t find out they 
were once lovers. He convinces Sarita that he would need to make it to Jogeshwari(142) to 
see his mother and that Bandra where she needs to go is on the way. She is hardly aware the 
Jaz is a gay lover, who wants to reunite with Karun for his own sake, and that Karun has 
carefully concealed his sexual preference from her since the beginning of their relationship. 
Born of respected academics, Jaz manipulates his way through life, lying to his parents, 
cheating on his lovers and somehow managing to get his own way. Much to his surprise, he 
finds himself yearning only for Karun, whom he calls the “central riddle” of his life.  

As she searches the pre-apocalyptic landscape, Sarita recalls their tentative courtship 
and strange, awkward marriage. She has vast reserves of sensuality and desire for her even 
less romantically expressive husband, Karun :"I felt like a bee burrowing into a tightly closed 
flower bud, each whorl of petals yielding to reveal another nestling inside"(95)  Her reports 
of bombings and drone strikes all around her are interrupted by memories of a romance 
between two adults who were hilariously ill-at-ease with their bodies. She objectifies the man 
she loves – gazing upon his body with a hunger that seems too forced and unilateral at times 
to be convincingly sustained. Sarita reflexively asks, "Was it shyness that kept us so chastely 
separated or lack of interest on his part? " (35) She often tried reading the meaning of the " 
line between Karun's lips" (30) to know him more. And then she realised " That the 
compatibility between two souls couldn't be reduced to this question of geometry, of 
mathematics".(30) Often in their moments of intimacy, when she begins the long path 
towards gradual consummation, the reversal of expected gender roles required by her 
character also sits awkwardly: an otherwise indifferent kiss from her beloved is described as 
so electrifying that it "left the muscles in my throat engorged and took away my breath" (49). 
As a statistician, she can’t resist the temptation to keep careful track of their slow progress 
toward consummation — which eludes them for almost two years. Her "Project Karun" diary 
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has some clear calculations: " Our performance had a weekly mean of 4.35 stars over the past 
five months or so, with a standard deviation of 2.72. If  I ignored everything before Jaipur, 
the mean jumped to 6.67 stars per week, with = 1.44. I had no idea if these statistics were 
good, if they agreed with what might be normally expected." (94)   Sarita recalls that despite 
a number of  languorous evenings the spend together, " our courtship didn't advance to 
anything more formal, like a restaurant meal or theatre outing". (43) Readers will infer the 
nature of Karun’s resistance long before Sarita does.

But the more we hear about their marriage, the more troubled Karun sounds, his 
anxiety about sex suggesting some deeper issue. Karun is shrinkingly self-contained, and 
peculiarly passive. After her marriage, Sarita sets herself to coax him from his sexual shell. 
Progress is glacially slow. “We hugged more than we kissed,”(60) Sarita says. “Our 
lovemaking remained restricted to above the waist.” (74) He apologizes and weeps, pleads 
fatigue and promises better efforts later: " He offered frequent apologies ... --a fatiguing day 
at work, an unresolved equation rattling around in his head." . Sarita began questing after his 
true being: " Who was Karun? What did he feel? Beyond the atoms  and molecules of which 
he was so knowledgeable, what constituted his being" (80) but she is driven to invent an 
elaborate star system to energize their tepid foreplay.

As in his previous novel, The Age of Shiva, Suri proves himself adept at inhabiting a 
female narrator. What’s surprising, though, is how shadowy Sarita’s closeted husband 
remains. Despite how deep she advanced, she could sense some mystery which enfolded his 
core. "A secret, a treasure, an inadvertent lure, waiting for me to discover in time."(95)  Like 
a construct of dark matter, Karun generates tremendous attraction while remaining mostly 
unseen. He is a sweet nerd who leads his wife along without ever giving us a sense of his 
inner life beyond his rather adolescent regrets and conflicted desires. “The passivity at the 
core of his being”(348) makes him a particularly problematic centrepiece for a novel. This 
certainly doesn’t stem from any prudishness on the author’s part.   

Supremely vulnerable apart, the Hindu wife and the Muslim homosexual decide to 
join forces to find her husband. Their shared paramour Karun is a malleable, hesitant cipher 
for either of them to mould into their vision of the modern Indian domestic partner—
something of an angelic "conduit," as Sarita calls him. From this point forward, a Bollywood 
“Wizard of Oz” vibe electrifies the peripatetic tale, as Sarita and Jaz make their way through 
an increasingly bizarre landscape, hoping to get answers. What they find changes their lives 
in unimaginable but thoroughly believable ways.

  Their journey plunges them into a uniquely Indian dystopia rife with absurdity - from 
one of the novel’s many wonderfully surreal scenes of  Sarita and Jaz meeting in an 
abandoned aquarium, where the starving aquarium guard seems to have eaten most of the 
fish, except for one lonely shark, which he has sold  to a group of telemarketers welcoming 
the bomb with an end-of-the-world party, all under the pervasive influence of the Bollywood 
megahit Superdevi, which some blame for sparking the religious fanaticism that has brought 
the country to its knees.  

Suri writes with a cinematic bravado and humour that is very appealing. A child from 
the slums, chosen for deification due to her second set of arms (a birth defect that causes 
some to believe she is a reincarnation of the many-armed Devi goddess), commands crowds 
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of thousands with the aid of hidden stage pyrotechnics. When things stop going her way, she 
reverts to her eight-year-old self and pounces on one of her disciples with feral anger, biting 
into his neck. The crowd surge upon seeing the blood, running to offer up their necks in turn 
for a lucky, blessed bite. Similarly, historical tropes are used in fast and loose fashion, to 
wonderfully subversive effect. Bollywood meets the Bible and the Kama Sutra – a burning 
train careers off its tracks and into Jaz's home so that he can meet Sarita and begin his quest;  
illicit lovers run in front of bullets for one another while Bhim's men and Sarahan's men fight 
for dominance. 

Despite the official name change in 1995, the city is often referred to as Bombay, 
dancing under its secular name with two fingers raised to Shiv Sena, the rightwing Hindu 
nationalist party that pushed for it to be renamed Mumbai. The use of both names contributes 
to the dualism that forms the repeating pattern of the book. When Jaz tracks down his long-
lost cousin Rahim, the man who first initiated him into the ways of "shikari" through nude 
wrestling (127) in their late teens, he finds him as a transvestite running a luxurious hotel in 
the Muslim enclave of Mahim, who refers to herself as "Auntie". Rahim mocks Jaz for his 
liberal naivety and vague attempts at nationalism. "Well let me tell you, my flag-waving 
Jazmine, while you were swilling beer and chocolate with the American and Swiss, I was 
being bottle-fed the Indian dream. Nehru and Gandhi … the whole secular ideal. So what if 
our government perpetrated years of carnage against its own citizens in Kashmir or 
systematically filtered Muslims out from its armed forces and police regiments or turned a 
blind eye each time the Hindus decided to here and there roast a few minorities alive?''

  Jaz's experience in deception helps them on the run as they weigh the risks of posing 
as an inter-religious “couple” or as brother and clueless sister. But what will happen if they 
actually find Karun? Just who belongs to whom will be a wee small detail they'll have to 
work out, after they survive gangs, kidnappings, glowing goddess servants, elephants, a 
levitating multi-armed goddess-in-training with quite the nasty temper, and an evil thug with 
a bit of a God-complex. World-weary Jaz sees the desperation of their situation more than 
Sarita, for whom the turmoil of the city takes a back seat to the prospect of saving her 
marriage. Her naïveté undercuts her rosy depiction of Karun’s courtship. But they’re both 
operating under delusions, which are harder to accept as the violence around them escalates, 
and the grand gestures Karun inspires in his lovers becomes increasingly questionable.  

  In a lawless new world in which a single religious label is enough to excuse murder, 
cause war, and threaten complete annihilation, Sarita and Jaz are running toward true love. 
Their  ruthlessness toward the suffering people around them matches Suri’s brutal affection 
for describing the destruction visited upon Mumbai, where gods are blockbuster superheroes 
and nightclub owners welcome the fat receipts of the last nights of the world. Both Jaz and 
Sarita are heartened when they receive a clue. Karun has possibly been kidnapped and is 
being held in a hotel. En route to the hotel, the duo meets with a procession of people who are 
rushing to get a sighting of the goddess, Mumba Devi. Dodging danger at every step, both he 
and Sarita are inexorably drawn to Devi ma, the patron goddess who has reputedly appeared 
in person to save her city. What they find will alter their lives more fundamentally than any 
apocalypse to come. They find themselves swept up in a vortex of trouble.  

The City Of Devi means to use all this danger to give Jaz and Sarita’s escape a sense 
of urgency, but it is more satisfying just to watch this carefully crafted world burn down. 
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Chance encounters with survivors, from a disabled girl believed to be a divine incarnation to 
a warlord surrounding himself with intellectuals, provide tantalizing glimpses into these end 
times, but the plot always returns to plod obligingly after Karun. Escaping various threats and 
encountering a variety of extraordinary characters, they make their way towards Karun. As 
we follow them, we learn from Sarita the story of her marriage and from Jaz, his pursuit of 
Karun and their relationship. Can the two lovelorn protagonists be saved by the goddess? 
Will they ever find Karun? Will their respective amorous dreams be fulfilled? These 
questions haunt the remaining pages.  

Sarita does finally meet Karun and when that happens she wants " to just  stand  there 
and drink him in incrementally savouring every feature " (307) of his. When Karun calls out 
her name she rushes to bury her face greedily into him. But Karun looked miserable and 
agitated; his entire body seemed " strangely wound and unresponsive" (308). Karun tells her 
that  Jaz had offered himself up just so Karun and Sarita could be safe. Bhim's men would kill 
him if they don't find a way to save him. At this, Sarita finds it unable to describe the anger 
whelming up in her owing to "shock or disappointment or horror or hurt" (308) of what is 
being revealed to her. The rigors of her journey, the strain of the past weeks, the insecurities 
of their entire marriage, fill her with desire to exact vengeance, to punish Karun for the pain 
he has inflicted. The vast reserves of indignation which rages inside her demand Karun to 
reveal every embarrassing detail  of his relationship with Jaz. She tells herself that "This is 
surgery that must be performed... an exorcism that must be completed" (309) Later her 
indignation turns towards Jaz - "not only for the blatant invasion of our marriage, but also for 
the way he hoodwinked me into leading him here" (311).But soon she realises that without 
Jaz's help, she would never have been able to meet Karun. she tries to understand "Karun's 
desperation, of his anguished pleas to save Jaz, who's apparently ready to sacrifice himself 
for our sake" (311) Jaz was taken prisoner in the hotel annex by Bhim and only Devi ma can 
free him. 

Soon Bhim strides across the floor, "decked like an emperor of yore". Karun pleads  
on Jaz's behalf. Seeing Sarita,  Bhim asks her if she is informed of Karun's secret Muslim 
hobby. He places two options before her: Should I release this Gaurav so you can be one 
happy family from now on? Or would you rather remain a twosome, prefer I remove this 
impediment once and for all?" (319) Bhim then points to Devi ma's  magic buffalo that is 
brought in to be sacrificed for the entertainment of the devotees. Bhim had planned the 
sacrifice of Jaz this way covering Jaz with gunpowder and binding him inside the buffalo. 
But Sarahan's men managed to pull him out of this buffalo pyre. However, his escape could 
not be materialised as  Bhim's men get hold of him and bring him before him once more. 
Since packing Jaz back in a buffalo takes time, Bhim points the gun at him. But Karun runs 
up and pushes away Bhim's hand . The bullet goes off into space. Karun falls against Jaz . Jaz 
recalls that " in  that instant I witness something I've never known, never even believed 
existed... this is w hat people live and die for, what they spent their entire existence 
seeking."(330) Then in the struggle that followed, Bhim gets killed his head '' bobbling away 
like a coconut" (333). Then Guddi  gets the three out of the throng of devotees using her 
elephant Shyamu. Jaz is satisfied that Karun has told all about his relationship with him to 
Sarita. They head towards Madh island  where ferry from Mahim stops. And when they  
reach the place, it occurs to Sarita "that this is the first time Karun, Jaz and I have been alone. 
So alone , in fact, that we could be the last three people on the planet" .(341) For the night 
they find a shed with a bamboo door and rolled-up reed mats. They repose on either side of 
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Karun and the triad is conjoined in sexual union. They find themselves creating a new holy 
trinity in bed. Their threesome intimacy – a beast with three backs – results in a semi-virginal 
conception. 

The next morning they board the ferry of Sequeira. While they were relishing the 
great escape in the ferry, Sarita wonders how Karun proposes to appease Jaz and herself, how 
he would work out the trinity he has assembled. " I look from Jaz to him. Perhaps there is 
room for optimism. I can't see t now, can't imagine how, but given his energy, perhaps it will 
be okay" (355). Seeing them quite pensive, Karun gestures towards them to join him at the 
railing to breath in the fresh and coastal air. Then in an instant, he is thrown forward, "the 
force of bullets lifting him off the feet" (355) Jaz rushes over and rips open his shirt to 
staunch the blood. " Karun looks at the two of us and tries to grasp our fingers, he tries to 
speak or smile or reassure but the effort is beyond him. A bubble of red forms between his 
lips, and he turns to look  at the sky as if the stars are beckoning him" (356)   

At the beginning of this well-crafted novel, Sarita’s character predominates. However, 
her motivations for wanting to stay with Karun despite the fact that their marriage hasn’t been 
consummated stretch credibility. And there’s little else about her to hold the reader’s interest. 
Thus she soon fades into the background. On the other hand, Jaz, once introduced, 
effortlessly takes control and the sections devoted to him are among the most eloquent.  

We know from Kurt Vonnegut (1991)  how scenes of carnage should blend with 
moments of comedy to sound bitter, but The City of Devi never dips toward cynicism, never 
loses its essential sweetness, no matter how cruel or kooky the action: Prisoners burned alive 
during religious celebrations! Disciples drinking their god’s urine! Despots ripped apart by 
angry mobs! Imperilled heroes escaping on elephants! Only a careful writer could 
choreograph these clichés — cliff-hanger escapes and just-deflected bullets — without 
sinking into parody or bathos. Moments of melodrama risk jumping the rails (the train 
carrying Devi’s maidens literally does run off the tracks), but the whole story manages to 
keep hurtling along toward a surprisingly tender ending. In the end, love is all that matters, 
Suri seems to be saying.  

A wickedly comedic and fearlessly provocative portrayal of individuals balancing on 
the sharp edge of fate, The City of Devi brilliantly upends assumptions of politics, religion, 
and sex, and offers a terrifying yet exuberant glimpse of the end of the world. If the political 
resolution is ultimately a little too pat, the resolution of the novel’s romance is full of 
guileless charm. “We rise and fall under the empty sky,” Sarita says toward the end, “borne 
back toward the land by the frisking waves.” (357) Would F. Scott Fitzgerald (Fitzgerald 
1998) recognize his famous closing line   -"So we beat on, boats against the current, borne 
back ceaselessly into the past"(166) - transformed so boldly in this weird, complicated world? 
This interweaving of personal and political significance means that The City of Devi is not 
subsumed by anger or the horrors that it describes. Instead, there is always room for 
exuberance and slapstick as this consuming, passionate, and ultimately poignant story hurtles 
to its conclusion.
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It is quite revealing to learn about the process of crafting the inventive and far-
reaching novel, from his initial inspirations and struggles with inevitable obstacles in plot, 
character, and theme to the finished novels, which hide, of course, all the messiness of 
writerly process.  And Suri asserts, “I do not simply write a novel. For me everything has to 
proceed like mathematical proof,” (Smitha 2013 ) In a refreshingly candid interview, 
(Nawaaz  2013) Suri talked to Nawaaz Ahmed about the process of crafting The City of Devi. 
The novel had gone through some radical changes from how Suri first envisioned it. It was 
actually supposed to be part of the second novel, The Age of Shiva. It was one huge combined 
narrative where Ashwin, the son in the second novel, grows up and becomes Karun, the 
central protagonist in the third novel. This part just didn’t gel with the first part. For one 
thing, the tone was completely different. For another, it was a question of practicality in terms 
of the years. Ashwin was already fifteen or sixteen in 1980, and by the year 2000 he would 
be the wrong age and it wouldn’t work. Also, the first book, it was felt really to be whole by 
itself and didn’t need this part. When he finally broke it off from that first book, it became a 
completely separate narrative. Originally Jaz [Karun's lover] was a student in the US, which 
didn’t gel with the India part. It looked  like two novellas—one in the US, one in India. So 
Suri  decided to scrap 150 pages or so which he had written about Jaz.  

Sarita was a serious character, and as Suri was pondering the possibility of nuclear 
war, it was necessary to make things absurd to balance the harshness of that idea with 
something that was more fun. Suri didn’t want this to be a grim tome about nuclear war, it 
was about a love triangle, so that is where Jaz came in: once he became a very exuberant and 
irreverent character, he was perfect for balancing all the other elements of the book.

As for Brahma, and the Vishnu/Shiva/Brahma trinity that he wanted to write a trilogy 
about, the problem was whether he would  twist the story to somehow introduce creation with 
Brahma into this book, or to modify the trinity with Devi? It turned out to make so much 
more sense to use the mother goddess with the trinity. Historically, she has been much more 
prevalent in Hinduism than Brahma, much more worshipped, and representing Mumbai. She 
makes a lot more sense as Mumba Devi. Hence he decided to put  Brahma out and put Devi 
in. And after that he got the whole idea of tying it to Bollywood, Superdevi, and making that 
part of the action. 

Suri admits that the  hardest part  of writing the novel was the plot:"In a literary novel, 
these characters would be caught up in existentialist angst about something or the other, 
Super Devi may simply be a symbol, and maybe they don’t even find Karun. I didn’t want 
that kind of a novel. I wanted them to go somewhere and find Karun, and to have all the 
references be more than symbols. So that was difficult, and that took me a while to sort out." 
(Nawaaz 2013)  

Suri explains the logicality of the plot structure in another article which appeared in The 
Daily Beast (Suri, March, 2013) "A Mathematically Impossible Novel ": that was what math 
professor Manil Suri concluded after looking over his charts and notes in the midst of writing 
his new novel, The City of Devi.  "Sometimes, this analogy of viewing it as a chess game, 
with different possibility trees, goes too far—as for The City of Devi, when I concluded, on 
the basis of all the plot possibilities I’d diagrammed, that the novel was impossible to write." 
(Franklin. 2013)  But then he realized that, with all logical possibilities exhausted,-- first, his 
“proof” had convinced him there was no other way  and second, even if he made a detour 
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through uncharted territory, the trinity metaphor would remain solidly underneath -- he was 
free. Suri's own elucidations on the basic structure could be briefed for analysis. 

Suri has said that he literally drew diagrams plotting the characters and their paths and 
in this case, it shows in a way that doesn't do the novel any favours. He used a mathematical 
construct, a possibility tree, to arrive at this conclusion. Starting from any juncture of a novel, 
there are many paths along which an author can choose to take the plot, just like a player has 
several moves available at any turn in a chess game. He  used such a tree to map out the 
different plotlines for the novel-in-progress. The setting was the near future, when the threat 
of doomsday impels the characters to take inordinate risks in searching for the ones they love. 
When the first hundred pages or so were done—Karun had disappeared into the war-torn 
landscape of Mumbai, and his wife, Sarita, recounted their courtship and marriage in 
flashback as she set out to find him. In the next hundred-odd pages, Jaz narrates the history of 
a past relationship while searching for his own lover. Now, he had to figure out where to go 
from this base configuration. How would he lead Sarita and Jaz to Karun? 

Until  this point, the reader does not  know if Karun was even alive any more, much 
less where he was, or what would happen if they found him. Here a goddess (Devi) figure, 
derived from a supposed Bollywood movie Superdevi appears somewhere in the north of the 
city, promising to save Mumbai. Another ingredient was the villain Bhim, responsible for 
much of the carnage in the country. There were nebulous ideas of an elephant as well. 

Level A was to decide why Karun had left for Bandra, in North Bombay. Possibility 
A1 was that Karun, being a scientist, needed protection, so the institute squirreled him away 
there. (But if so, why all this secrecy?) Possibility A2 was that he was running away from 
Sarita and Jaz. A3 depended on Karun being spiritually affiliated with a guru, who perhaps 
could be tied to the just-materialized Superdevi goddess. A4 involved Karun being marooned 
in Bandra by accident, not design. Now how could the author offer a verdict for these 
possibilities: A1 was too scientific, A4 not dramatic enough, so he could simply terminate 
these threads. A2 seemed the most promising, but A3 could also have potential, so he would 
carry these two options on to the next level.  

Then on to Level B. By now (independently of whether Suri  chooses A2 or A3 in the 
previous level) Sarita and Jaz would have made it to Bandra, and he had to decide what 
happens next. He rejected possibility B1 (Karun awaiting them) almost immediately: the 
mystery of his disappearance needed to be prolonged. B2 also got quickly eliminated: visiting 
the Superdevi first would be anticlimactic—her presence was too intriguing, she needed to 
linger over the proceedings. Which left B3: Karun must be missing when they reached 
Bandra. But where had he gone? 

The next step, Level C, had only two options: either he was away for some other reason 
(C1), or he had gone to see the Devi (C2). C2 was clearly preferable, since the disparate 
strands needed to entwine. 

But how exactly do the disparate strands get entwined ? That’s what he considered in 
Level D. And here, instead of commenting on these choices, the various possibilities so far 
may be plotted as branches of a tree.
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At the lower right corner, one can see that Level D is where the “guru” strand A3 
finally met its demise.  Both options D1 and D3 were too problematic—establishing a 
credible presence for the guru at this late stage in the novel would have required too much 
finessing, too much industry. This left A2-B3-C2 as the sole surviving feasible path. Initially, 
he selected D4 as the next step .However, he couldn’t quite convince himself that scientists 
would band together and march to the Devi’s lair in order to expose her as a charlatan. Option 
D2 had Karun making repeated trips to see the Devi. This would be physically impossible: 
with thousands of people coming to glimpse the Devi, Karun would hardly be able to stroll 
through the crowds daily. This leaves  the villain Bhim to engineer the Karun-Devi union 
somehow (D5, D6). But wasn’t this the kind of contrivance more suited to a pot-boiler, not 
the literary novel Suri was hopefully writing? 

Other Level D options seemed too hackneyed or unconvincing or simply impossible. 
Even the plausible scenarios crashed and burned by Levels E or F. As a writer and  a
mathematician, he had exhausted all possibilities. But what redeems the plot is that the three 
main characters, Sarita, Karun and Jaz, formed a trinity just like Vishnu, Shiva, and Devi-- a
reflection of the very deities who had lent their names to the trilogy of novels. Suddenly, 
other trinities began to emerge: the geopolitical triangle of India, Pakistan, and China 
responsible for the nuclear threat unleashed on Mumbai, and  the three generations of quarks 
Karun researches as a physicist (which make up all matter). Besides these Suri was an only 
child in a culture where that was unusual. This did  influence his writing and his fascination 
with triads. He  had a lot of attention lavished on him while growing up. He admits in an 
interview, "  I guess I was in a triad myself while growing up—so perhaps that’s why Karun, 
in The City of Devi, keeps looking to recreate his own triad, formed with his parents." 
(Franklin. 2013)  

This resonance with the number three gave the novel the metaphorical depth it 
needed—one whose absence had stymied the author. "I’m more interested in the idea that the 
number three is the magic number of the universe: apart from the many trinities across 
religions, in scientific terms there are three generations of fundamental particles, quarks, that 
make up everything. The number plays an important part in this narrative." (Jabberwock 
2013) He suddenly sighted a future level shimmering in the distance—his  characters had to 
come together, fuse quite literally. His Level X epiphany became a beacon to guide him to 
make  it much easier to negotiate intervening levels of the tree. At each step, he  searched for 
the branch which could be extended towards his goal most convincingly.  

  Thus we understand that much is made of trinities, with attention drawn to the fact 
that Sarita, Karun, and Jaz form one, corresponding to the Trimurti, the trinity of Hindi 
divinity—"Vishnu the caretaker and Shiva the destroyer" ( Devi 36), and traditionally, 
Brahma, replaced in Karun's ideal by the "mother goddess, Devi" because "creation comes 
from the womb" ( 37). But while it is understood that these three characters represent 
Hinduism and Islam, male and female, hetero and homosexuality as they strive for balance 
between their conflicting life-paths, the symbolism here has more of an existential dimension 
linking the  mythological. Perhaps Jaz is the "destroyer" of outdated and crippling social 
mores, as the gay Muslim man. Perhaps Sarita is the "creator," as a woman who wants to be a 
mother. Perhaps Karun is the "caretaker" who attends to both old and new, easing the pain of 
transformation. But so what if they form a trinity? The  motif of the love triangle runs 
throughout the book. The emphasis, we should understand is not the one-to-one 
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correspondence (which is obviously not present), but on the number three that keeps 
recurring. As a metaphor for a new India that accepts all its citizens regardless or religion or 
sexual orientation, a new nation (and world) to be scrabbled out of the ashes of the old one, it
feels an obligatory nod to the mysticism associated with India. 

Then what does this imply about his mathematical “proof"?—was it repudiated by the 
fact that he did complete his book eventually?." My possibility tree still communicated 
something essential: a warning that the story could not be satisfactorily completed under the 
conditions I was imposing. I had been too beholden to literary orthodoxy, too insistent that 
the narrative obey the strictures of reality. It was time to loosen these constraints, let the plot 
freely borrow from whatever genre it pleased: adventure, Bollywood, fantasy." ( Suri 
March,2013) When fantasy is let loose, trains running off the tracks, sarees glowing in the 
dark, rescues on the backs of elephants—nothing would seem too outrageous once he broke 
free.

Consciously or not, most of us use such possibility trees. In fact, we’re wired to 
optimize, approximate, iterate—employ a whole bunch of mathematical techniques. After all, 
we’ve only developed so many tools to tackle analytic problems as human beings. For 
example, literary deconstruction has a clear algebraic analogue: decomposition in terms of 
so-called “basis functions”. The names of these processes might change, and there might be 
enormous differences in the way we implement them, but the underlying ideas remain the 
same.

Suri's writing is direct in most parts and yet the web he weaves of storytelling almost 
leaves the reader breathless. His descriptions of a dying city are breathtaking. The situations
he creates aren't easy, the answers provided are not black or white, and yet as one turns the 
pages of the book, all that one wants is to feel the city and hope that the characters' lives are 
sorted.

The opening scenes of the novel are ghastly, as the reader is presented with a Mumbai 
ripped apart by bombs and ruled by murderous rival gangs of fundamentalist Hindus and 
Muslims. This unrelenting awfulness is punctured by the arrival of the three main characters, 
two of whom tell their stories in the first person, bearing Suri's considerable narrative and 
thematic ambition upon their shoulders as his fictional surrogates, with flashbacks interjected 
into the action of the present. The dual narrators - a woman named Sarita and a gay man 
named Jaz,- add to the depth of perception of human motivation. Suri is able to punch in a lot 
of complex issues, be it about communalism and the effects it can have on the fabric of the 
country, to terrorism and the use of internet to spread rumours, to the gullibility of people in 
terms of religion, and of course, the issues facing a closet gay Indian man and the effects he 
has on the lives of those surrounding him when he gets married to a girl. 

The reader meets  Sarita  first, as she tries to buy the last pomegranate left in Mumbai. 
She has a quest, and it is the same quest as that of the lithe, opportunistic Jazter. They are 
strangers but they love the same man. Finding him is the motive for their perilous journey 
northwards to Juhu. As this is a contemporary love triangle, it naturally consists of two men 
and one woman.  By keeping it as a narrative by both Sarita and Jaz, Suri brings out the 
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emotions of both the characters, especially the wife who remains unheard in most gay novels.

In the first half of the book the ravaged city is left behind in the lengthy flashbacks 
that detail lives of the members of the love triangle from their childhood to the moment they 
met and their developing relationships. There are lengthy, repeated and somewhat repetitive, 
descriptions of foreplay and lovemaking and especially of gay sex and gay love. The story 
rolls along until the middle of the novel when it is increasingly becalmed. Suddenly he seems 
to change gear, rev up the incongruity and introduce some genuine humour. From the 
moment the questing duo reach Mahim and in particular, when they meet up with a 
flamboyantly made-up Rahim Aunty in her bijoux hotel, the plot begins to fly along. The 
flashbacks no longer dominate the action, and suspense rules, as every moment brings new 
challenges and new dangers. By now the war-torn city Suri has created consistently over the 
preceding pages has developed its own reality and momentum, convincing as it is terrible. 
The characters by now are also well established and well drawn. He portrays well the 
tensions between them and also occasions of mutual support. The complex equation within 
the triangle is one that the mathematics professor Suri balances well.

 One of the key events in the book is where the train runs off the tracks, which comes a 
little before, and that is where the author reveals the way that he would write this story, 
breaking through any kind of preconceived notions about literary fiction. It is an invitation to 
the reader to come along with the narrator as this train goes off the track: everything is 
possible now; the reader needs to trust the author. 

The novel, then, picks up to a positively rackety pace as the rival lovers — each 
unsure of whether they possess the love of the tantalisingly reserved object of their desire — 
struggle through Muslim and Hindu mobs in their yearning quest. There are escapes by 
elephant, glow-in-the-dark saris, train crashes, fake gods, and a Hindu extremist villain 
straight out of central casting for a Bond film — even down to a weakness for arranging 
unfeasibly elaborate executions. Multiple deaths are jauntily gruesome; violent action is like 
an elaborately drawn frame from a graphic novel: ‘We arc through the air, the compartments 
liberated from their earthly existence, our persons conveyed heavenward by the freed spirit of 
the train" (110) 

The threesome find the Devi of the title hovering over a Mumbai beach. In Suri's city, 
she represents the triumph of Hinduism as superstition. But Suri cannot bear to be without 
hope or humaneness, even though he seems to have no time for religion. Using all the 
elements and methods at his disposal he creates flights of fiction that culminate finally in a 
gripping and impressive novel and prove him to be a master storyteller.  

There is an interesting situation at the ending of the novel. It seems like we could 
have had the three of them together at the end. But Suri chooses not to. The motive of a triad 
kept recurring in the novel. Suri was interested in Sarita, Jaz, and Karun combining in one, 
just like Vishnu, Shiva, and Devi might combine. And they do combine in an act of creation. 
It is also to be noted that the recurring motif of the trio is very fluid because Karun also has 
this triangle with his parents, and obviously Jaz and he and Sarita have a triangle. The 
question is how does this triangle evolve?  The ending was a way to show that these triangles 
can come and go, that they float through time and space, they sort of regenerate themselves, 
that they can die and be born. That could be the main reason behind that choice. Suri’s 
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dynamic, unabashed voice leaves one for the most part happily, perpetually off-balance and, 
though the tone is too unbound at times—especially toward the rather crazed ending—the 
vibrancy and compelling plot carry through the occasional sag or inconsistency. 

The dual-narrative structure could offer quite a challenge to the writer. In fact, Jaz’s 
voice is much more irreverent and “jazzy” than Sarita’s is. There are present and past events 
in each of their narratives. So more than creating two voices, it was hard to keep the past and 
the present-day narratives in track, to make sure the tension was maintained. Also, towards 
the end of the book the “cuts” between Sarita’s narrative and Jaz’s narrative get much quicker 
as their stories converge, and the challenge there was to plot the action in such a way that one 
character can logically pick up where the other character left off.

In the book, Suri's main focus was pace, and everything was subservient to that- 
setting, character, language and so on. In literary fiction the usual thing is to concentrate on 
characters, and spend quite a bit of time developing them, going back to their childhood, 
putting in scenes that establish what these characters are really about. For instance, Sarita 
herself has less of a relationship with Karun than Jaz. She knows him for only a few months, 
while Jaz knows him for years. The pace here make these relationships disparate in size. Suri 
was almost stingy with the number of pages he devoted to actually developing character. But 
he couldn’t afford most of these, just because he had these stories that were proceeding on 
parallel tracks, in the past and in the present. If the main concern is about pacing, he had to 
limit the amount of words he can spend on developing characters and trim anything that 
lasted too long, and so that was done in very quick brushstrokes. 

The quality and the  range of the prose in the novel —from the understated to the 
extravagantly lyrical, from the playful and ironic to the intense and emotional - is something 
that lures readers to  it.

In The City of Devi, and to a certain extent in Age of Shiva, Suri has national events 
that happen around the main characters. Jaz and Sarita are so focused on the search of Karun 
while all those crazy things happen around them that apparently they are not really involved 
emotionally in the apocalypse. In The Age of Shiva Suri lets the history of India unfold, but 
Meera herself is so focused on the son that these things are in the background. 
Actually  Meera is very much affected by the way the country is progressing: there’s the 
partition that brings her to India, there’s a war that kills her husband. It’s like saying that 
history will actually shape your life, even if you are completely passive to it, as Meera is. In 
the same way in  The City of Devi, the reason Karun is missing has to do with the war. Suri 
tries to focus on how we might behave when there is upheaval happening around us. We still 
concentrate on things that affect us directly or emotionally.
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